Healing Honey®
100% Certified Organic – Active 15+ Manuka Honey

From the pristine nature preserves of New Zealand comes a honey so remarkable – so beneficial – it is classified as a Therapeutic Good in Australia. 100% Certified Organic Active 15+ Manuka Honey™ is available exclusively from The Synergy Company™.

Soothing and Restorative for Body and Soul

For six glorious weeks of every year, the wondrous honeybees of New Zealand’s nature preserves buzz among the wild and fragrant flowering Manuka trees. Carrying their precious treasure of Manuka nectar back to the hive, they fly thousands of miles and visit uncountable blossoms in their journeys. To the casual observer, this may appear to be a simple, mundane task. And at one level it is. At another level, however, it is truly miraculous. In their day-to-day work, honeybees literally sustain all of creation as they pollinate plants that produce oxygen and provide food for nearly every life form on the planet. Science still marvels at the honeybees’ ability to accomplish this phenomenal feat. While this contribution alone merits them a special place of honor, they also simultaneously create the sweetest, most enticing, most healing food known to humankind.

The amazing fruit of their six weeks’ labor is pure liquid gold – Healing Honey®. 100% Certified Organic Active 15+ Manuka Honey captured the attention of researchers, scientists and The Synergy Company when they discovered that this remarkable honey possesses a unique and highly beneficial characteristic not found in any other honey. This special Manuka factor offers significant health-enhancing benefits above and beyond the hydrogen peroxide enzymes and other valuable properties found in all raw honeys. It also accounts for the more than 100-fold difference in potency between Healing Honey and all other honeys.

Only 2% of all Manuka honey is the rare Active 15+ Manuka Honey that scientific studies have found to be so therapeutic. For this reason, Manuka honey is tested by independent laboratories to determine the level of its therapeutic, active compounds. Only Manuka honey that carries the Active 15+ designation has a scientifically tested and verified potency equal to that of a 15% phenol (carbolic) solution. Healing Honey’s confirmed 15+ activity level ensures that the powerful and proven properties of Active 15+ Manuka Honey are in every delicious and exquisite spoonful you eat.

Healing Honey is the only 100% Certified Organic Active 15+ Manuka Honey. The Synergy Company’s Healing Honey is hand-harvested in the pristine nature preserves of New Zealand, where our bees contentedly live out their natural life cycle, nourished on sweet Manuka nectar. Absolutely no chemicals, synthetics or antibiotics are ever used with our bees, in their hives or in our honey.

After harvest, Healing Honey is meticulously tested to verify that it is free of over 160 chemical residues to ensure its organic purity. This not only protects you and the environment from any potential contamination, it also safeguards the astounding qualities and beneficial attributes of this liquid gold.

http://www.synergy-co.com/pages/healing-honey.html